Mapping the Field(s): Earth and Environment across the Disciplines

Keynote address by: Bruce T. Milne, Director of Sustainability Studies, UNM

*Lenses for the Transition to an Ecological Era*

Featuring Presentations by:
- Daniel Schwartz, Sociology: *Perfect Storms and Paradigm Shifts*
- Allison Hagerman, Philosophy: *An Uncanny Nature: Exploring the Potential Virtue of an Undervalued Environmental Aesthetic*
- Dina Gilio, American Studies: *An Indigenous Approach to Environmental Justice*
- Katherine Alexander, English: *Georgia O’Keeffe’s Garden: Her Palette of Flowers —Beautiful Spaces in Sublime Places*
- Monique Belitz, Drawing and Painting: *Traces of Humanity*
- Alex Curtas, Philosophy: *The Nature in Man; or, So Many Walking Monsters*
- Russell Duvernoy, Philosophy: *Signs of Life: Heidegger and Animals in Being and Time*
- David B. Visser, Literature: *Maps, Half-Naked Women, and Armadillos: Exoticizing and Eroticizing the New World*

An interdisciplinary one-day conference celebrating 40 years of Earth Day
April 22, 2010
Scholar’s Room, Student Union

Keynote address: Noon
Presentations: 1:00–4:00p.m.

Sponsored by Writing Across Communities. Contact earthdayconference@gmail.com for more information.